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ERGONOMIC
CHAIRS
Creating inspiring & ergonomic
working spaces
Brilliant Value, Quality Products &
Great Service Guaranteed

Click here to see Index

Free Delivery on 1000’s of Items

Furniture Specialists

Are you sitting comfortably?

Index

Whether you’re in an office or home-working, it’s easy to accept
the chair you have and fall into bad habits.

3. Setting up your desk

We’re a bit geeky about making sure our customers are sitting
properly. Whether it’s about setting up your existing chair properly,
or making sure you invest in the right one, we’re here to help.

5. Jargon Buster

This range features our best-selling ergonomic chairs, designed
to help you get the most from your working day. Well designed,
these all come with adjustable seats & backs as standard, and can
be customised to make sure you have the features you need in a
chair.

6. Torasen Orthopaedica

So whether you’re Zooming, focusing, collaborating or taking a
well-earned break, sitting back and relaxing, or sitting tight, we’ll
make sure you do it comfortably.

Best Value Guaranteed

Call us: 01844 299344

4. General Guidance
Ergonomic Chairs:

7. Torasen Zeus
8. Pledge
9. Ocee

10. Viasit

Ideal for Home-working
Delivery direct to Home Offices
Huge choice of fabrics available
All chairs can be customised to suit you

hello@huddlefurniture.co.uk
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Setting up your desk
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Furniture Specialists

Best Value Guaranteed

Call us: 01844 299344

Expert advice to help you set up your workstation.

1

2

3
4
6
5
1. Room at front of desk to rest lower arm between keying
2. Screen image stable, flicker-free, of suitable size and clarity; brightness/
contrast adjustable; screen free of distractive reflection and glare
3. Desk of adequate size and strength - non-reflective surface
4. Sufficient space under desk
5. Both feet comfortably on the floor, or use a footrest
6. Suitable chair - adjustable height, adequate back support (adjustable
height and angle) stable ‘5 star’ base
7. Elbows, wrists and knuckles level
8. Eyes approximately level with top of screen casing

hello@huddlefurniture.co.uk

Environment

Chair & Footrest

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Adjust lighting to complement brightness of screen
Reduce bright lights by using blinds/curtains
Ensure air is not too dry and avoid draughts
Maintain a comfortable workplace - Open/close windows/adjust air conditioning/
use a fan, as appropriate

•

Keyboard & Other Accessories
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Ensure cables do not constrain location/use of any DSE
Use a mouse mat
Use light touch when holding/pressing mouse button/s
Vary finger and, if possible, hand used to depress mouse button/s
Do not bend hand up at wrist while using mouse
Vary the way mouse is grasped
Do not over-stretch to use keyboard/mouse – move keyboard/mouse as close as
possible
Rest arms and hands when not using keyboard/mouse
Warm up fingers, hands and arms before using keyboard/mouse
Use a soft touch while typing. (If a touch typist, move hands to reach outer keys on
the keyboard. If not a touch typist, use various fingers, especially if any discomfort
occurs)
Ensure soft inner part of wrist (where pulse is taken) does not rest on wrist-rest/
table edge as this may reduce circulation to hands/fingers
Keep wrists straight when typing

Ensure instructions available/given on how to adjust chair to suit individual
Move backrest up/down until it supports lower and middle back
Adopt suitable seating posture (i.e. adjust height of chair until elbows are roughly
same height as keyboard, sit with arms hanging from relaxed shoulders, ensure
feet are flat on floor or on a footrest if they are unable to reach the floor)
If footrest used - adjust its tilt and height, so feet can rest flat on its surface

Desk
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

If possible position desk to enable user to sit sideways to window/other light
sources
Avoid trailing cables
Prioritise layout of items on desk locating closest those things used most often
Locate screen, keyboard and mouse directly in front of seating position. If copy
typist (or refer to contents of document holder
More often than screen) locate screen to one side and have document holder
directly in front of seating position
Adjust viewing distance from eyes to screen so it is comfortable to read
Adjust document holder so that it is same height, slope and viewing distance as
screen
Locate document holder as close to the side of the screen as possible
Provide a small space in front of keyboard where hands can be rested when not
typing
Provide enough space to use mouse comfortably
Remove any obstacles under desk, which can restrict leg movement

Advice provided by European Health and Safety Consultants Limited (EHSC Ltd).
EHSC Ltd. provide an extensive range of health and safety services around the world, including Risk
Assessment, Auditing, H&S Management and Training (to highlight just a few of the services offered)
providing tailor-made, simple and cost effective solutions to, sometimes complex, problems. For a
free, no obligation discussion or quotation please call 01908 411919.
Beckie Staincliffe
MD, EHSC Ltd.
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Furniture Specialists

Best Value Guaranteed

Call us: 01844 299344

Health & Safety Top Tips to make sure you’re reducing tension, strain and
pressure when working with DSE (Display Screen Equipment).

Software

DSE Screen

DSE BREAKS

EYESIGHT

Provision of Information & Training

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

Use easy-to-read fonts
Limit number of colours used on screen
If screen appears to flicker, avoid large areas of white
If reflections are a problem on the screen - use pastel
background colours
Reduce clutter on screen by removing unused/
infrequently used toolbars
If need to move mouse long distances, or large
screen - speed up movement of mouse pointer
across screen
If difficult to keep track of or position mouse pointer
- reduce speed of mouse pointer

•
•
•

Adjust height of monitor to minimise head/neck
movements. (Touch typists may prefer top of
monitor to be at same height/slightly below eye
level, while non-touch typists may prefer it slightly
lower to minimise head/neck movement)
Adjust brightness and contrast of screen
Tilt and swivel screen to suit lighting conditions in
room and avoid reflections
Clean screen regularly

•

•

•

Take regular breaks from DSE work - plan breaks
from DSE work so undertaken evenly throughout
day
If continually looking at the screen, without
interruption (i.e. filing, answering telephone etc.)
‘user’ should avert eyes from screen approx every 10
minutes and focus on a fixed object 4-6m (15-20 feet)
away; hold gaze for 5-6 seconds; resume normal DSE
work. (This activity relieves strain on eye muscles and
adjusts the focal length of the eye.)
Arms, wrists and fingers should be rested at regular
intervals. Simple rotation exercises should reduce
strain and tension
If possible, periodically stand and undertake simple
exercises (i.e. shoulder shrugs and lateral raises) to
alleviate stress and tension

•
•
•
•

•

Investigate all possible causes of any sight
problems (i.e. other work, sport, hobbies)
Frequently look away from screen into distance to
rest eyes
Move eyes rather than head when reading
information on screen
Blink often to keep eyes lubricated and prevent
them from drying out
Wear suitable glasses/contact lenses and ensure
eye/eyesight tests as necessary. (Employees shall be
offered, on request, an eye sight test - FOC - when
first become a user, if experiencing visual difficulty/
discomfort etc. and at regular intervals)
If provision of a corrective appliance is required
exclusively for DSE work, a basic appliance shall
provided (free of charge)

•

Ensure suitable and sufficient information,
instruction and training provided
Identify training needs in terms of H&S and also
specific software packages

Advice provided by European Health and Safety Consultants Limited (EHSC Ltd).
EHSC Ltd. provide an extensive range of health and safety services around the world, including Risk
Assessment, Auditing, H&S Management and Training (to highlight just a few of the services offered)
providing tailor-made, simple and cost effective solutions to, sometimes complex, problems. For a
free, no obligation discussion or quotation please call 01908 411919.
Beckie Staincliffe
MD, EHSC Ltd.

hello@huddlefurniture.co.uk
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Gas Lift Adjustment

Seat Depth Adjustment

Back Height Adjustment

Lumbar Support

Adjustable Lumbar Support

Raises and lowers the height of the seat to
fit the user

Seat slides forwards and backwards to
match the users size. Lockable in multiple
positions.

Allows the back to be raised and lowered to
fit the user

Offers additional support to the lower back

Adjusts internally in the back to offer
additional support to the lower back

Fixed Arms

Folding Arms

Height Adjustable Arms

Fully Adjustable Arms

Adjustable 3D Arms

Arms are set in position.

Arms can be folded or flipped up for clear
access

Arms adjust in height. Lockable in multiple
positions.

Arms adjust in height & lockable in multiple
positions. Arms are also adjustable left &
right positions.

Arms adjust in height & lockable in multiple
positions. Arms are also adjustable front &
back, and left & right positions.

Height Adjustable Foldaway
Arms
Arms can be raised and lowered, and folded
down for clear access.

Independent Back & Seat Tilt

Synchro Seat & Back Tilt

Knee Tilt Adjustment

Weight Tension Control

Allows the seat to be independently tilted
forward and backwards

Seat and back move in a synchronised
motion. Lockable in multiple positions.

Seat and back move backwards in tandem,
lockable in various positions.

Adjustable to the user’s weight to ensure
controlled smooth reclining action

hello@huddlefurniture.co.uk
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4 high-spec styles to suit budget and needs.
Optional headrest on 100 offers total back and neck support
Wider back option for an encompassing sit
AirTech seat to inflate your support

Price from £137.00 (Ex. VAT)

90

100HR

200

300

The original, higher back with a plastic outer shell

Wider back & option headrest, full upholstered outer shell

Mid-height back with fully upholstered outer shell

Ultra-high back, fully upholstered outer

hello@huddlefurniture.co.uk
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Zeus
Mesh back gives lighter support & breathability
Optional headrest for total back & neck support
Clearly labelled & easy to access controls

Price from £170.00 (Exc. VAT)

Mesh back for
breathability

hello@huddlefurniture.co.uk
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Fantastic value
and spec.

Best Value Guaranteed

Call us: 01844 299344

Memory Foam
Cushion

Clean, modern
look

Solar Chair

Mode Chair

Eclipse

Totally customisable - create your perfect chair
Sculptured back offers full support
Fantastic Value

Easy reach levers
Fully Adjustable including Headrest
Great value for a very high spec and comfort

Price from £141.00 (Ex. VAT)

White plastic back & base gives modern,contemporary
look
Mesh back allows air to circulate and keeps you cool
Matching visitors / meeting chair

Price from £159.00 (Ex. VAT)

hello@huddlefurniture.co.uk
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Price from £165.00 (Ex. VAT)
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A
Sunday Times
“Top Ten Best
Ergonomic
Chair”

Furniture Specialists

B

Best Value Guaranteed

A

Call us: 01844 299344

Harvey
3 chair sizes - petite, standard & tall
Ideal for office environment, allows staff to customise yet
keep a uniform look
Inflatable seat lumbar offers additional comfort

Great for
taller & larger
users

Price from £160.00 (Ex. VAT)

B
React
Deep seat & large backrest
Physiotherapist endorsed
“S” shaped back supports your upper body

Price from £184.00 (Ex. VAT)

hello@huddlefurniture.co.uk
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Quickship Available in 1-2
Weeks

Call us: 01844 299344

Used by Apple
in the US

Quickship Available in 1-2
Weeks

Drumback (Quickship)

Impulse Too (Quickship)

Core Chair

Mesh & upholstery; the best of both worlds
3 stylish backrest colours, Black, Iron Grey & Telegrey
Contemporary design with full adjustablity & ergonomics

Solid German Engineering
Suitable for Home Working through to 24/7 Usage
Class leading ergonomics

Price from £295.00 (Ex. VAT)

Price from £325.00 (Ex. VAT)

Revolutionary design strengthens muscles & prevents poor
posture
Shaped seating surface removes pressure from key points
Keep a perfect upright position without conscious effort
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Price from £512.00 (Ex. VAT)
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